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Abstract

We consider the following two instances of the projective clustering problem: Given a set
S of n points inRd and an integerk > 0; coverS by k slabs (resp.d-cylinders) so that
the maximum width of a slab (resp., the maximum diameter of a cylinder) is minimized. Let
w� be the smallest value so thatS can be covered byk slabs (resp.d-cylinders), each of
width (resp. diameter) at mostw�: This paper contains three main results: (i) Ford = 2,
we present a randomized algorithm that computesO(k log k) strips of width at mostw� that
coverS. Its expected running time isO(nk2 log4 n) if k2 log k � n; for larger values ofk;
the expected running time isO(n2=3k8=3 log4 n). (ii) For d = 3, a cover ofS by O(k log k)

slabs of width at mostw� can be computed in expected timeO(n3=2k9=4 polylog(n)). (iii) We
compute a cover ofS � R

d by O(dk log k) d-cylinders of diameter at most8w� in expected
timeO(dnk3 log4 n). We also present a few extensions of this result.

1 Introduction

Problem statement and motivation. A typical projective clusteringproblem can be defined as
follows. Given a setS of n points inRd and two integersk < n andq � d; find k q-dimensional
flatsh1; : : : ; hk and partitionS into k subsetsS1; : : : ; Sk so that

max
1�i�k

max
p2Si

d(p; hi)

is minimized. That is, we partitionS into k clusters and each clusterSi is projected onto aq-
dimensional linear subspace so that the maximum distance between a pointp and its projectionp�

is minimized. Other objective functions have also been proposed [25, 30] for projective clustering.
If q = d � 1; the above problem is equivalent to findingk hyper-strips that containS so that the
maximum width of a hyper-strip is minimized. Ifq = 1; then we want to coverS by k congruent
hyper-cylinders of smallest radius. In typical applications,k is a small constant.
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Projective clustering has recently received attention as a tool for creating more efficient nearest
neighbor structures, as searching amid high dimensional point sets is becoming increasingly impor-
tant. Since higher dimensional datasets are typically sparse (in the sense that the difference in some
of the coordinates is large for every pair of points), clustering them using lower dimensional lin-
ear subspaces (or surfaces) is more meaningful than clustering them using full dimensional regions
(e.g., covering points by balls or cubes) [8, 11, 19, 29]. For example, this approach is commonly
used to classify image databases, using color and texture values [10]. Not only has clustering been
used in data mining and classification applications [28, 37], it is also useful for constructing hier-
archical index structures (e.g.,R-trees,kd-trees) [11, 27, 40]. Since the query time and/or size of
most of the geometric searching data structures increase exponentially with the dimension, projec-
tive clustering is used to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset. Various ad-hoc techniques have
been proposed to reduce the dimensionality of the data, such as feature selection [31], subspace
clustering [8, 7], and transformation of the data space into a lower dimensional space [19]. In this
paper we develop approximation algorithms for some of the projective clustering problems.

Previous results. Clustering has been widely studied in several areas of computer science, in-
cluding database systems [21, 28, 39], information retrieval, image processing, data compression,
combinatorial optimization, and computational geometry; see the survey [5] and references therein
for a sample of results. Although many theoretical results are known on facility location and related
clustering problems [6, 13, 20], very few theoretical results are known on projective clustering.

Meggido and Tamir [36] showed that it is NP-complete to decide whether a setS of n points in
R
2 can be covered byk lines. This immediately implies that projective clustering is NP-Complete

even in the planar case. In fact, it also implies that approximating the minimum width of strip covers
(i.e., coveringS by k congruent strips) within a constant factor is NP-Complete. Approximation
algorithms for hitting compact sets by minimum number of lines are presented in [22]. Fitting a
(d� 1)-hyperplane throughS, i.e., projective clustering withq = d� 1 andk = 1, is the classical
width problem. The width of a point set can be computed in�(n logn) time ford = 2 [24, 32], and
in O(n3=2+") expected time ford = 3 [4]. Duncan et al.gave an algorithm for computing the width
approximately in higher dimensions [17]. Several algorithms with near-quadratic running time are
known for covering a set ofn points in the plane by two strips of minimum width; see [26] and
references therein. It is an open problem whether a subquadratic algorithm exists for this problem.

Besides these results, very little is known about the projective clustering problem, even in the
plane. A few Monte Carlo algorithms have been developed for projectingS onto a single subspace
[25]. We can also use the greedy algorithm [15] to cover points by congruentq-dimensional hyper-
cylinders. More precisely, ifS can be covered byk hyper-cylinders of radiusr; then the greedy
algorithm coversS by O(k log n) hyper-cylinders of radiusr in time nO(d): The approximation
factor can be improved toO(k log k) using the technique by Br¨onimann and Goodrich [12]. For
example, this approach computes a cover ofS � R

2 by O(k log k) strips of a given widthr in
timeO(n3k log k), assuming thatS can be covered byk strips of widthr each. No algorithm with
roughlynk running time is known for this problem.
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Our results. In this paper we first consider the simplest case of covering a set of points in the
plane by strips. That is, given a setS of n points and a positive integerk, we want to coverS
by k strips so that the maximum width of a strip is minimized. This is known as thek-line-center
problem. Letw� denote the minimum value so thatS can be covered byk strips of width at most
w�: In typical applications,k is a small constant andn is very large, so an algorithm with near-
linear running time as a function ofn is desirable. For simplicity, we will assume thatk2 log k � n:

Since we cannot hope for an efficient algorithm that coversS by k strips of widthcw�, we relax
the constraint on the number of strips (e.g., as in many of thek-median algorithms [33]). We
propose a randomized algorithm that computes a cover ofS by O(k log k) strips of width at most
w� in expected timeO(nk2 log3 n log(k logn)): Note that for constantk the running time becomes
O(n logc n). Our algorithm also works for larger values ofk; but then the expected running time
is O(n2=3k8=3 log4 n): The main feature of our algorithm is that its running time is near-linear as a
function ofn. Our method has the flavor of EM (expected maximization) algorithms, a widely used
approach in discriminant analysis [34].

We then extend our approach toRd and present anO(dnk3 log4 n)-time algorithm to cover a
set ofn points inRd by O(dk log k) hyper-cylinders of diameter8w�; wherew� is the minimum
diameter to coverS byk congruent hyper-cylinders. We also obtain efficient algorithms for covering
S � R

3 by hyper-strips, and for coveringS � R
d by hyper-strips whose normals belong to a fixed

set of vectors.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce some definitions and prove a few
simple results that are later used in our algorithm. Our approximation algorithm for thek-line-center
problem is described in Section 3; we start by presenting a decision algorithm in Section 3.1, and
then use it to develop the approximation algorithm in Section 3.2. We extend our algorithms toR
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in Section 4 and to higher dimensions in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

A strip � in the plane is the region lying between two parallel lines`1 and`2. Thewidth of � is the
distance betweeǹ1 and`2; and thedirectionof � is the direction of̀ 1 and`2: A set� of strips is
called astrip coverof S if each point ofS lies in one of the strips of�: Thesizeof � is the number
of strips in�; and thewidth of � is the maximum width of a strip in�: For a fixedk, a strip cover
� of sizek is anoptimal strip coverif its width is minimum among all strip covers of sizek.

Let w� denote the width of an optimal strip cover ofS. Our algorithm first computes a strip
cover� of S of sizeO(k log k) and width at most6w�: We then divide each strip in� into six
smaller strips by equidistant lines parallel to the direction of the strip. The resulting set of strips is
a cover ofS of sizeO(k log k) and width at mostw�: For simplicity, we refer to this as the “cutting
technique.” The computation of� is described in the next section. In the remainder of this section,
we introduce a few useful notations and prove a result that will be crucial to our algorithm.

For any pair of pointsp; q; let `pq denote the line passing throughp andq: If p = q; `pq is
the horizontal line throughp: For any three, not necessarily distinct, pointsp; q; r in the plane, we
denote by�(p; q; r) the strip of width2�d(r; `pq) having`pq as the median line. Ifr 2 `pq; �(p; q; r)
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is the same as̀pq: Let� = f�(p; q; r) j p; q; r 2 Sg: We also use the notation�(p; q;w) to denote
the strip of width2w whose median line is̀pq:

Lemma 2.1 Let � be a strip of widthw; and letp be any point inS \ �: Then there exist points
q; r 2 S so that�(p; q; r) covers all points ofS \ � andd(r; `pq) � 3w.

Proof: Let S� = S \ �: If jS�j = 1; then chooseq = r = p and the lemma follows. Suppose
jS�j > 1 and letD be the diameter ofS�. We chooseq to be the point that is farthest fromp;
obviously,d(p; q) � D=2.

Let � be the smallest rectangle containingS� whose two edges lie on the boundary of� (see
Figure 1). The width of� is w: Let L be the length of�: Since the two sides of� that are perpen-
dicular to the direction of� must each pass through a point ofS�; L � D. Let �0 be the thinnest
strip in direction parallel to the linèpq that contains�. We denote byw0 the width of�0: Using the
notations of Figure 1, we deduce:

w0 = w1 + w2 � w + L sin� � w +D � 2w
D

= 3w:

We chooser 2 S� to be the point that is farthest away from the line throughp andq: Sincer 2 �;

d(r; `pq) � 3w: Moreover,�(p; q; r) � S�; and the lemma follows. 2

v3

w2

v2

v1

w1

w
w0

v4

r
p

�

q

L

�

Figure 1. Finding a strip�(p; q; r) (dashed boundaries) that coversS \ �:

Let �i be a strip in an optimal cover ofS; andSi = S \ �i: Lemma 2.1 implies that there exist
at leastjSij pairs of input pointsp; q 2 Si so that�(p; q; 3w�) � Si: This gives us some freedom in
choosing one such pair of points for each�i. We use this fact in order to design a fast algorithm for
computing a strip cover ofS, of width at most6w�.

Let ~w � 3w� denote the maximum distance between a pointr 2 S and a linè pq; for p; q 2 S,
i.e.,

~w = maxfd(r; `pq) j p; q; r 2 S; d(r; `pq) � 3w�g:
Lemma 2.1 and the definitions of� and ~w imply the following.
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Corollary 2.2 There exists a strip cover� of S of sizek so that� � � and the width of� is at
most2 ~w � 6w�:

3 Approximating k-line-center

We first describe a decision algorithm that, given a real numberw; returns “yes” ifw � ~w: As
a by-product, whenever it returns “yes,” it also returns a strip cover ofS of sizeO(k log k) and
of width 2w: We then use this decision algorithm and the parametric search technique by Meg-
gido [35] to compute a strip cover ofS of sizeO(k log k) and of width at most2 ~w: As we show in
Section 3.2, the parametric search is considerably simplified using the geometry of the problem, so
our optimization algorithm is of practical value as well.

3.1 Decision algorithm

Sincew remains unchanged throughout this subsection, we use�(p; q) to denote the strip�(p; q;w):
We define the set systemX = (E;R) as follows:E = f(p; q) j p; q 2 S; p 6= qg andR = fRp j
p 2 Sg; whereRp = f(q; r) 2 E j p 2 �(q; r)g: The elements ofE are calledobjectsand the
elements ofR are calledranges.

The problem of computing a strip cover� � � of S of widthw is equivalent to finding ahitting
setfor the set systemX: We compute a hitting set by a method based on Clarkson’s algorithm for
polytope approximation [16], which was later extended by Br¨onimann and Goodrich [12]. Since
we will be using the framework of Clarkson’s algorithm, we sketch its main ideas. The algorithm
works in phases. It assigns weights to each element inE: Initially, wt(e) = 1 for all e 2 E: In
each phase, it chooses a random subsetM � E of sizeO(k log k) so that each element ofE is
chosen with probability proportional to its weight. IfM is a hitting set, it returnsM: Otherwise,
let Rp be a range so thatM \ Rp = ;: If

P
e2Rp

wt(e) � wt(E)=(2k); it doubles the weight of
each element inRp: Brönimann and Goodrich [12] show that, ifX has a hitting set of sizek and if
the VC-dimension ofX is finite, the algorithm returns a hitting set of sizeO(k log k) in O(k logn)

expected phases; see [23] for definitions and results on VC-dimension and related notions.

Overall algorithm. If we apply the above method directly to our problem, the time taken by one
phase is
(n2) becausejEj = �(n2): We modify the basic algorithm, by using Lemma 2.1 and
by taking advantage of the geometric properties of our problem, so that each phase is executed in
O(n log(k log n)) time. A simpler variant of our algorithm will takeO(nk log n) time per phase.
There are three main ideas:

(i) It suffices to choose the random setM only from a small subsetN � E of sizeO(nk log n):

(ii) If we find a rangeRp 2 R not hit byM; we double the weights of only a suitable subset of
Rp of sizeO(nk logn): This significantly reduces the execution time of a phase, while still
ensuring that the algorithm stops inO(k logn) expected number of phases.
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(iii) We maintain the weights of the elements inN implicitly, so that they can be updated effi-
ciently, and so that the weight of an element inN can be computed quickly.

DECISION PROCEDUREFastStrips (w)
wt(e) = 1;8e 2 E; successful = 0;

A � S : random set of sizek logn; N = S �A;

repeat
1. Select random setR � S of sizeck log k;

/* Pr[q 2 S is chosen] = wt(q)=wt(N). */

2. 8q 2 R; choose an object(q; r); r 2 A;

/* Pr[r 2 A is chosen] = wt((q; r))=wt(q). */

M : f(q; r) j (q; r) chosen in Step 2g;
� : f�(q; r) j (q; r) 2Mg;

3. if S �
S
�2� �

return “yes”; /* � is a strip cover.*/

4. Computep 2 S n
S
�2� �;

5. if wt(Rp \N) � wt(E)=(2k)

5.1successful++;
5.2wt(e) := 2wt(e); 8e 2 Rp \N ;

5.3A := A [ fpg; N = S �A;

until successful = 12k logn;

return “no”;

Figure 2. A fast decision procedure.

The algorithm is described in Figure 2. We need the following notation. We define theweight
functionwt : E ! Z

+. Initially, wt(e) = 1 for all e 2 E: The algorithm maintains a setA � S

so that the random set of objectsM is chosen from the setN = S � A: During the execution,
new points may be added toA; but they are never deleted fromA: For any pointp 2 S; we define
wt(p) =

P
q2Awt((p; q)). We deduce that

P
p2S wt(p) = wt(N): The weightswt(p) are updated

every time the setA changes. The setM is computed in two steps (Steps 1 and 2). To simplify
notation, we denote by� the set of strips�(q; r), where(q; r) 2 M . We say that a phase is
successfulif Steps 5.1–5.3 are executed, andunsuccessfulotherwise.

Correctness. We prove that the decision procedure always returns “yes” ifw � ~w; although it
may return “yes” even ifw < ~w:

Let S be a set ofn points in the plane, and let�� = f��
1
; : : : ; ��kg be an optimal strip cover of

S: We define thestrip subsetsof S with respect to�� to be the sets

S�i = fp 2 S j p 2 ��i andp 62 ��j ;8j < ig:
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Thus,S�
1
; : : : ; S�k partitionS.

We prove that, for any1 � m � k; the setA intersects at leastm+1 distinct strip subsets after
12m log n successful phases, providedw � ~w.1 As there are onlyk strip subsets, it follows that the
decision algorithm must terminate (and return “yes”) before executing12k log n successful phases.

Lemma 3.1 Letw � ~w be a real number. For any positive integerm � k; the setA intersects at
leastm+1 distinct strip subsets after the decision procedureFastStrips (w) has executed12m log n

successful phases.

Proof: Let x = 12m log n: For any0 � s � x, letAs denote the setA afters successful phases.
Clearly,As1 � As2 for any s1 � s2: Suppose on the contrary,Ax intersects onlyj strip subsets,
j � m: Since

S
S�i = S andA0 � Ax; the setAx intersects at least one strip subset, hencej � 1:

Without loss of generality, supposeAx intersectsS�
1
; : : : ; S�j and is disjoint fromS�j+1

; : : : ; S�k :

Let ri 2 Ax \ S�i ; 1 � i � j; bej points so thatri is the first point ofS�i that is added toA in
Step 5.3 of the algorithm. By this we mean that eitherri 2 A0\S�i ; or there exists1 � s � x so that
ri 2 S�i \ (As nAs�1) andS�i \As�1 = ;. Using Lemma 2.1, the definition of~w, and the fact that
w � ~w; we can prove that there existj pointsq1; : : : ; qj 2 S so that�(qi; ri) � S�i ; 1 � i � j: For
1 � s � x, let ps be the point computed in Step 4 of thesth successful phase. Thenps 2

Sj
i=1

S�i
(sinceps 2 Ax andAx does not intersectS�j+1

; : : : ; S�k). Let S�i be the strip subset containing
ps; i � j: If ri 2 As�1; thenwt((qi; ri)) is doubled, because(qi; ri) 2 N \ Rps : Otherwise,
ps = ri: For1 � i � j; we denote byxi the number of timeswt((qi; ri)) is doubled during the first
x successful phases. The observation above implies that

Pj
i=1

xi � x � j: Sincewt(E) increases
by a factor of at most(1 + 1=(2k)) after each successful phase, after12m log n successful phases
we have

jY
i=1

wt((qi; ri))

wt(E)
�

jY
i=1

2xi

n2(1 + 1=2k)x
� 2x�j

n2jejx=2k
:

Then

log

�
2x�j

n2je
jx
2k

�
= x� j � 2j logn� j log e

2k
x

=

�
1� j log e

2k

�
� x� j � 2j logn

>

�
1� log e

2

�
� 3

1� log e
2

m logn�m� 2m log n

> 0

(recall thatx = 12m log n and thatj � m). Hence

jY
i=1

wt((qi; ri))

wt(E)
> 1:

1The base of all logarithms is2 unless stated explicitly.
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This implies that for at least onei we havewt((qi; ri)) > wt(E); a contradiction. 2

Lemma 3.1 immediately implies the following:

Lemma 3.2 For any valuew � ~w; the decision procedureFastStrips (w) returns “yes” within
12k log n successful phases. Whenever it returns “yes,” the procedure also computes a cover ofS

of sizeO(k log k) and width2w:

Remark 3.3 The proof of Lemma 3.1 implies that there exists a setA of sizeO(k log n) so that a
strip cover ofS of sizek and width at most2 ~w can be chosen from the setf�(q; r; p) j p; q 2 S; r 2
Ag: However, we do not know how to compute~w andA directly.

Running time. For anyr 2 A; the object(q; r) is selected with probabilitywt((q; r))=wt(N):

Applying the result from the"-net theory [23] to the set system induced byR onN (which has a
finite VC-dimension), we have that

Pr[wt(Rp \N) � wt(N)=(2k)] � 1=2:

Sincewt(N) � wt(E); we deduce

Pr[wt(Rp \N) � wt(E)=(2k)] � 1=2:

Thus, a phase is successful with probability at least1=2. The expected number of phases is
O(k logn):

We now analyze the time required by each phase. To simplify the analysis, we make the assump-
tion thatk2 log k � n: Let a = jAj = O(k log n): A naı̈ve algorithm for executing a phase takes
O(na) time. Such an algorithm simply checks for eachp 2 S and(q; r) 2M whetherp 2 �(q; r):

If p is not covered andwt(N \ Rp) � wt(E)=2k (which we check by looking at all elements in
N \ Rp), we double the weights for all objects inN \ Rp: We now show how each phase can be
executed inO(n log a) time.

First, let us consider Step 3. LetM be the set of objects chosen in Step 2. Compute the
arrangementA of the lines that form the boundaries of the strips�(q; r); for all (q; r) 2 M ; mark
every cell ofA that is contained in at least one strip�(q; r); (q; r) 2 M: Using an optimal planar
point-location algorithm [18], for each pointp 2 S; find the cell ofA that containsp: If the cell
is marked,p is covered by at least one strip; otherwise,p is not covered by any strip. Obviously,
this also solves Step 4. The time for computing the arrangementA is O(jM j2) = O(k2 log2 k) =

O(n log k) sincen � k2 log k, and we spendO(n log k) time to locate all points. Thus, Steps 3 and
4 are executed inO(n log k) time.

Data structures. To implement Steps 1, 2, and 5 efficiently, we use data structures that support
the following three operations:

(i) Return a pointq in S with probabilitywt(q)=wt(N):
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Figure 3. Apq consists of (at most) three intervals inSq .

(ii) Given a pointq 2 S; return an object(q; r); r 2 A; with probabilitywt((q; r))=wt(q):

(iii) For a given pairp; q 2 S; double the weights of all objects in the set
Rpq = f(q; r) 2 N j p 2 �(q; r)g:

For each pointq 2 S; we maintain a dynamic segment treeTq as explained below. The un-
derlying structure of a dynamic segment tree is a weightedBB[�]-tree. Since we do not need the
full functionality of a dynamic segment tree, we use a less sophisticated tree structure, such as a
red-blacktree.

Fix a pointq 2 S. LetAq be the sequence of points inA sorted by the orientation of the rays�!qr; r 2 A: For p 2 S; let Apq = fr 2 A j p 2 �(q; r)g � Rp: Let D(p;w) denote the disk of
radiusw centered atp: If q 2 D(p;w); Apq = A: Otherwise,Apq � A is the set of points that lie
in the double wedge formed by the two tangent lines ofD(p;w) passing throughq (see Figure 3).
Thus,Apq can be represented by at most three linear intervals[r1; r2]; [r3; r4]; and [r5; r6]; where
ri 2 Aq: If all three intervals are nonempty, thenr1 (resp.r6) is the first (resp. last) point ofSq:

LetJq be the set of intervals representing the subsetsApq, wherep is a point reported in Step 4 of
a successful phase. After each successful phase, at most one point is added toAq and at most three
new intervals are added toJq. We storeJq in a dynamic segment treeTq to maintain the weights
of objects(q; r), r 2 Aq. The leaves ofTq are labeled by the points inAq in increasing order from
left to right. For simplicity, we identify a leaf with its label. Each interior nodev of Tq is associated
with a canonical setSv, which is the set of all points inAq associated with the leaves of the subtree
rooted atv. Each nodev is also associated with a subset of intervalsJv

q � Jq. Instead of storing
Jv
q explicitly at v, we will simply store the number of intervals inJv

q , i.e., the valuekv = jJv
q j. In

a standard segment tree an intervalJ is stored at a nodev if Sv � J but Sp(v) 6� J . When we
insert an interval intoTq we will use the same rule, but later, as other points and intervals are being
inserted, we will not enforce the above condition, in the sense thatJ might be stored at a nodev
even ifSp(v) � J . The reason is that, as the structure ofTq changes due to the insertion of new
points intoAq, we have to perform rotations onTq to keep it balanced (see below). It is expensive
to update the setJv

q during rotations. However, we will always maintain the following invariant:

(?) If an intervalJ is stored at nodesv1; : : : ; vk, thenJ =
Sk

i=1
Svi andSvi \ Svj = ;.

If Tq were static, the invariant above would imply that the weightwt((q; r)) of any pair(q; r) 2
S � A can be computed as2

P
y ky , where the summation is taken over all nodes ofTq on the path
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from the root to the leaf labeledr. However, this does not hold for a dynamic tree: when adding a
new leafr0 to Tq, the weightwt((q; r0)) is always1, irrespective of how many intervals are already
stored in the nodes from the root tor0. To solve this, we associate a valuewv to each nodev of Tq
such that

wv =

P
r wt((q; r))

2
P

y ky
; (1)

wherer ranges over all leaves in the subtree ofv, andy ranges over all nodes on the path from the
root to the parent ofv. In the following, we use the notation�v to denote the path inTq from the
root to the parent ofv. Initially, wv is the number of leaves in the subtree ofv: When inserting a
new leafr0, we setwr0 =

1

2

P
y ky

, wherey ranges over all nodes on�r0 . We also update the values

wv for the ancestors ofr0, as detailed below. Note that (1) implieswroot = wt(q).

An interval [ri; rj ] is inserted intoTq using the standard segment tree procedure. If an interval
is stored at an ancestor ofv, then all leaves in the subtree rooted atv lie in this interval, so their
weights double. Since both the numerator and the denominator in the expression ofwv increase by
a factor of2, wv does not change. Thus,wv changes only when an interval is stored atv or at one
of its descendents. Using this observation, the valueswv can be updated while inserting an interval,
without affecting the asymptotic running time of the segment-tree insertion procedure.

A point is inserted intoAq using the standard red-black tree insertion procedure. That is, we first
traverse a path ofTq from the root to a leaf and insert the new point there; this is called the top-down
phase. In the second phase, called the bottom-up phase, we traverse the same path backwards and
performO(1) rotations to rebalance the tree. In each of the two phases, the valueskv andwv are
updated as follows.

Let � be the new leaf that was created to insert a new pointr in Aq, and let�� = v0; v1; : : : ; vh
be the path from the root to the parent of� . The procedure described in Figure 4 updates the values
wv in O(log a) time during the top-down phase. It can be checked that the values stored at the nodes
after the top-down phase satisfy (1).

�

vh

v2

v0

v1

wv0 := wv0 + 1;

P = 1; k = kv0 ;
for i = 1 to h do

begin

P := P � 2
kvi�1 ;

wvi := wvi + 1=P ;

k := k + kvi ;

end

k� := 0; w� :=
1

2k
;

Figure 4. Updating valueswv in the top-down phase.

In the bottom-up phase, suppose we perform a left rotation at a nodev. Figure 5 describes the
structural change inTq and the update of the values stored at each node. Intuitively,J

y
q , the set of

intervals stored aty, is pushed to its childrenb andc, i.e.,Jb
q := Jb

q [ J
y
q andJc

q := Jc
q [ J

y
q . Since
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the setSy after the rotation is the same asSx before the rotation, we moveJx
q to Jy

q and setJx
q = ;.

It can be checked that the new values stored at the nodesx; y; a; b; andc after the rotation satisfy (1).

T1
T3T2

T1

c

y

x

a

T3

T2

x

a b

y

c

b

kc := kc + ky;

wc := wc � 2
ky

kb := kb + ky;

wb := wb � 2
ky

ky := kx; kx := 0;

wx := wa + wb;

wy := 2ky (wx + wc);

Figure 5. Maintaining valueskv andwv under left rotation.

Details of the algorithm. With this definition for the treesTq, Steps 1 and 2, as well as the test in
Step 5 are executed as follows.

STEP 1: Check the roots of all segment trees and pick the pointsq 2 S with probability
wroot(Tq)=wt(N); wherewt(N) =

P
q2S wroot(Tq): Choosing one pointq 2 S takesO(n) time, so

the total time for this step isO(nk log k).

STEP 2: For each pointq 2 R; we want to choose an object(q; r); r 2 A; with probability
wt((q; r))=wt(q). Let rk(r) denote the rank ofr in the orderAq. We choose a random numberm
between1 andwt(q) with uniform probability and then traverseTq to determine the leafr 2 Aq

such that X
r02Aq

rk(r0)<rk(r)

wt((q; r0)) < m and
X
r02Aq

rk(r0)�rk(r)

wt((q; r0)) � m: (2)

The object(q; r) is returned. The traversal procedure maintains the invariant that when we are at
a nodev, we are given the value�v = 2

P
y2�v

ky and an integermv 2 [1; �vwv], and we want to
return a point ofAq that satisfies (2) form = mv and forr0 ranging only over the points in the
subtree rooted atv. If v is a leaf, thenr is the point associated withv. Otherwise, letu andz be
the left and right children ofv. Let muu = �z = �v2

kv . If mv � �uwu, then we visitu with
mu = mv. Otherwise, we visitz with mz = mv � �uwu. We spendO(1) time per visited node.
Hence, this step takesO(k log(k) log a) time, over allO(k log k) pointsq 2 R.

STEP 5: First we describe the execution of Step 5.2, and then we explain how to determine the
test in Step 5. Letp be the point computed in Step 4. In view of the preceding discussion, for each
point q 2 S we want to returnApq as at most three linear intervals in the sorted sequenceAq. Let
�1; �2 be the orientations of the two tangent lines ofD(p;w) passing throughq: Since the leaves
of Tq are sorted by the orientation of points inA with respect toq; we can compute the required
intervals inO(log a) time by searchingTq with �1 and�2: We then insert these intervals inTq and
addp as a leaf inTq: The total time spent in Step 5.2 isO(n log a):

It remains to describe how to execute the test in Step 5. For a fixed pointq 2 S, let I1; I2; I3 be
the three intervals representingApq as discussed above. We compute the value

P
r2Apq

wt((q; r))

11



as follows. LetI be one of the three intervals above. We traverseTq to find the nodes associated
with I, and we use the valueskv andwv and (1) to computew(I) =

P
r2I wt((q; r)). Then,

X
r2Apq

wt((q; r)) = w(I1) + w(I2) + w(I3):

Finally,
wt(Rp) =

X
q2S

X
r2Apq

wt((q; r)):

The time required for computingwt(Rp) is thusO(n log a).

Taking into account the fact that the decision procedure terminates afterO(k log n) successful
phases, we conclude with the following.

Theorem 3.4 For any real numberw � 0; the expected running time of the decision algorithm
FastStrips (w) is O(nk log(n) log(k logn)) (assumingk2 log k � n). If w � ~w; FastStrips (w)
returns “yes,” together with a cover ofS byO(k log k) strips of width at most2w:

Remark3.5 If k2 log k > n;we modify the implementation of Step 3, as it is inefficient to compute
the entire arrangementA: Instead we use the algorithm described in [1, 14] to determine whetherS

lies in the union of the strips in�. This step takes

O(j�j2=3n2=3 logn) = O(k2=3n2=3 log5=3 n)

time. A phase can thus be implemented inO(n2=3k2=3 log5=3 n) time, and the expected running
time of the decision algorithm isO(n2=3k5=3 log8=3 n):

3.2 Optimization algorithm

We are now ready to describe our algorithm that, given a set ofn points in the plane, computes a
strip cover~� of S of sizeO(k log k) and width at most2 ~w � 6w�: Using the “cutting technique”
as outlined in Section 2, we can then transform~� into a new cover~�0 of sizeO(k log k) and width
at mostw�: In view of Remark 3.1, there exists a subsetA � S of sizeO(k log n) so that~� can be
chosen as a subset of the setf�(q; r; p) j p; q 2 S; r 2 Ag: If we could computeA efficiently, we
could do a binary search on the set

W = fd(p; `qr) j p; q 2 S; r 2 Ag;

using the decision procedureFastStrips(w) at each step. However, we do not know how to compute
A efficiently, as it depends on the unknown value~w: By Corollary 2.2, another possibility is to
choose~� as a subset of� = f�(q; r; p) j p; q; r 2 Sg: But in this case we have to do a binary search
on the setfd(p; `qr) j p; q; r 2 Sg; and we do not know how to choose an element of given rank
from this set in timeo(n2): Our solution is to do binary searches on appropriate subsets ofW that
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we can compute efficiently. We borrow ideas from Meggido’s parametric searching technique [35]
and exploit the geometry of our problem to compute these subsets efficiently.

Our goal is to simulate the decision procedureFastStrips(w) generically at~w; without knowing
the value of ~w: To simplify notation, letF(w) denote the result returned byFastStrips(w). The
algorithm maintains an intervalI = [�; �] that satisfies the following invariant.

[�; �] 6= ;; � < ~w; andF(�) =“yes.” (I 0)
Initially, I = [�1;+1]: SinceFastStrips(w) could returnyes even ifw < ~w, unlike the standard
parametric searching,~w is not guaranteed to lie in the interval[�; �]: The generic algorithm will not
be able to detect immediately when it tries to set� to a value less than~w. If this happens, then the
generic algorithm will no longer be simulatingFastStrips at ~w. The generic algorithm will either
detect the situation at a later stage and return a strip cover of width at most2 ~w, or it will finish
the simulation. In the latter case, we will argue that� � ~w. We simulate the simpler version of
the decision procedure that takesO(nk logn) time per phase and does not maintain segment trees.
Steps 1 and 2 do not depend on the value~w: We describe the simulation of Steps 3, 4, and 5 below.

In order to simulate Steps 3 and 4, we compute the set

W1 = fd(p; `qr) j p 2 S; (q; r) 2Mg
and sort it in increasing order. We then perform a binary search overW1 to compute a valuewi 2W1

so thatF(wi) = “yes” andF(wi�1) = “no.” If wi � �; we return the strip cover computed
by FastStrips(wi). If � � wi�1, we return the strip cover computed byFastStrips(�) because
� � wi�1 � ~w. If S � S

(q;r)2M �(q; r;wi�1); we return the setf�(q; r;wi�1) j (q; r) 2 Mg as
the strip cover ofS: Otherwise, we setI to beI \ [wi�1; wi]: One can easily check thatI satisfies
invariant(I 0). SinceFastStrips(w) could return “yes” even ifw < ~w, it is possible thatwi < ~w,
but we cannot test it efficiently and therefore cannot terminate the algorithm. Letwi = d(p; `qr)

for (q; r) 2 M andp 2 S: Thenp 62 S
(q;r)2M �(q; r;wi�1): We setp to be the point computed in

Step 4. Since~w could be larger thanwi, it is possible thatp 2 �(q; r; ~w).Not clear. Nevertheless,
we assume thatp is not covered and proceed. As we prove below, this does not affect the correctness
of our algorithm.

To simulate Step 5, we compute and sort

W2 = fd(p; `qr) j q 2 S; r 2 Ag
wherep is the point computed in Step 4. We then perform a binary search overW2 to compute a
valuewj 2 W1 so thatF(wj) = “yes” andF(wj�1) = “no.” If wj � �; we return the strip cover
computed byFastStrips(wj). If � � wj�1, we return the strip cover computed byFastStrips(�).
Otherwise, we setI to beI \ [wj�1; wj ]; and we letRp \ N be the set of objects(q; r) 2 N for
which d(p; `qr) � wj�1: One can easily check that invariant(I 0) is maintained. Ifwt(Rp \N) �
wt(E)=(2k); we double the weights of all the objects inRp \ N: That is, for eachq 2 S, we
compute at most three intervals that represent the setApq and insertp and these intervals in the
segment treeTq. This step is independent of~w, so it can be performed as in the decision algorithm.

If the algorithm does not terminate during the simulation, let[�f ; �f ] be the final interval.
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Lemma 3.6 If the generic procedure has not returned a strip cover of sizeO(k log k) and width
at most2 ~w within 12k log n successful phases, then�f � ~w and FastStrips(�f ) returns “yes”
together with a cover of sizeO(k log k) and width2�f :

Proof: A simple inductive argument proves that the intervalI = [�; �] maintained by the algorithm
always satisfies invariant(I 0).

Suppose the generic procedure returns within12k log n successful phases. This can happen
either during the execution of Step 3, or during the execution of Step 5. An easy argument shows
that in each case the returned cover has width smaller than2 ~w:

Assume now that the generic procedure executes12k log n successful phases. Since[�f ; �f ]
satisfies invariant(I 0), it follows that�f < ~w andF(�f) =“yes.” For the sake of contradiction,
suppose�f > ~w:We prove below that all tests executed during the simulated algorithm would return
the same result if they were executed for~w. Then, by the standard argument from parametric search,
the simulated generic algorithm works exactly asFastStrips( ~w). By Lemma 3.2, the algorithm must
return within12k log n successful phases, a contradiction.

Let wi�1; wi 2 W1 be the two values determined during the simulation of Step 3 of some
iteration. Letp be the point computed during the simulation of the subsequent Step 4. Since
[�f ; �f ] � [wi�1; wi], it follows thatwi�1 < ~w < wi. Recall thatwi�1 andwi are consecutive

values in the setW1 and thatp 2
�S

(q;r)2M �(q; r;wi) n
S

(q;r)2M �(q; r;wi�1)
�

. It then follows

thatp 62 S
(q;r)2M �(q; r; ~w) and thus Steps 3 and 4 return the same result as if they were executed

for ~w. Let wj�1; wj 2 W2 be the two values determined during the simulation of the subsequent
Step 5. As above, we deduce thatwj�1 < ~w < wj. We claim thatRp \ N is equal to the set of
objects

X = f(q; r) 2 N j d(p; `qr) � wj�1g:
Indeed,wj�1 < ~w immediately impliesX � Rp \ N . Conversely, let(q; r) 2 Rp \ N , hence
d(p; `qr) � ~w. Suppose for a contradiction thatd(p; `qr) > wj�1. Sincewj�1 andwj are consecu-
tive values inW2, it follows thatd(p; `qr) � wj > ~w, a contradiction. Hence,Rp \N = X and the
simulation of Step 5 proceeds as if it was executed for~w. 2

The simulation of each phase requiresO(nk log2 n) time to compute and sortW1 andW2; and
calls the decision procedureFastStrips O(log n) times. We summarize our result in the following
theorem.

Theorem 3.7 Given a setS of n points in the plane and a positive integerk so thatk2 log k � n;

we can compute inO(nk2 log3 n log(k log n)) expected time a cover ofS of sizeO(k log k) and of
width at mostw�: If k2 log k > n, the expected running time isO(n2=3k8=3 log14=3 n):

4 Covering by Slabs inR3

Let S be a set ofn points inR3 , and letk > 0 be an integer. Aslab in R3 is the region bounded by
two parallel planes. Thedirectionof a slab is the line passing through the origin that is orthogonal
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to the slab boundaries and that is oriented in the(+z)-direction. In this section we describe an algo-
rithm for coveringS byO(k log k) congruent slabs of width at mostw�, wherew� is the minimum
width of k congruent slabs that coverS, by extending the algorithm described in Section 3. For
simplicity, we assume the points ofS to be in general position, i.e. no three points ofS are colinear,
and no four points ofS are coplanar.

For any three (not necessarily distinct) pointsp; q, andr, let �pqr be the plane passing through
them. If all of them are the same point, then�pqr is the horizontal plane passing throughp, and if
only two of them, sayp andq, are the same, then�pqr is the plane obtained by translating the line
�pr in the horizontal direction normal to it. For any four pointsp; q; r; s 2 R3 , let�(p; q; r; s) denote
the slab of width2d(�pqr; s) with �pqr as its median plane. Let� = f�(p; q; r; s) j p; q; r; s 2 Sg.
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 4.1 LetP be a set of points inR3 lying in a slab� of widthw , and let� be a direction so
that the angle between� and the direction of� is �. Then the width ofP in direction� is at most
w +

p
2 diam(P ) sin�.

a

c

cb

ca

�b

b

B

�a

�

Figure 6. Bounding the width of a slab, in a given direction, that containsP .

Proof: Let B be the smallest box that coversP and whose two opposite faces are parallel to the
boundary planes of�. Let � be the thinnest slab in direction� that containsB; the boundary planes
of � pass through two diagonally opposite vertices, saya andb, of B. See Figure 6. Let�a (resp.
�b) be the boundary plane of� passing througha (resp.b). Let ac be the edge ofB in the direction
of �, and letca (resp.cb) be the projection ofc onto�a (resp.�b). Then

width(�) = kcacbk = kcack+ kccbk
� w + kbck sin(\cbbc)
� w +

p
2 diam(P ) cos(\cbcb):

The angle\cbcb is minimized whencb lies on the plane spanned bya; b; and c, in which case
\cbcb = �=2� �. Thereforewidth(�) � w +

p
2 diam(P ) sin�. 2
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Lemma 4.2 LetS be a set ofn points inR3 , and let� be a slab of widthw. For any pointp 2 S\�,
there existq; r; s 2 S so that�(p; q; r; s) coversS \ � andd(s; �pqr) < 12w.

Proof: Let � = diam(S \ �), let � be the direction of�, and letq 2 S \ � be the point farthest
from p. Thenkpqk � �=2. Let�pq be the plane passing throughp and normal tò pq, and let̀ p be
the line passing throughp in direction�. See Figure 7(i). Letu be the projection ofq onto`p, and
let v be the projection ofu onto�pq. For any pointr 2 R

3 , let r� be the projection ofr onto�pq.
SetS�� = fr� j r 2 S \ �g. Sincep; q; u; andv are coplanar, we can deduce that

sin(\`p; `pv) = sin(\`qu; `pq) =
kpuk
kpqk �

2w

�
:

By Lemma 4.1, the width ofS \ � in the direction of̀ pv is at most(1 + 2
p
2)w, i.e.,S�� lies in

a strip of that width in�pq. By Lemma 2.1, there exist two pointsr�; s� 2 S�� so that the strip
�(p; r�; s�) coversS�� and has width at most6(1 + 2

p
2)w; see Figure 7(ii). Since the boundary

planes of�(p; q; r; s) are parallel tò pq and�(p; q; r; s) \ �pq is the strip�(p; r�; s�), we deduce
thatS \ � � �(p; q; r; s). By construction,d(s; �pqr) � 3(1 + 2

p
2)w < 12w. 2

p

u
v

�pq

�

`pv

`p

`pq
q

q

p

s�

r�
r

�pq

s

(i) (ii)

Figure 7. Finding a slab�(p; q; r; s) that approximates�.

Set ~w = maxfd(s; �pqr) j p; q; r; s 2 S; d(s; �pqr) � 12w�g. The above lemma implies that
S can be covered by a set� � � of k slabs, each of width at most2 ~w. As in Section 3, we first
describe a decision algorithm that, given a real numberw; returns ‘ ‘yes” ifw � ~w: As a by-product,
whenever it returns “yes,” it also returns a slab cover ofS of sizeO(k log k) and of width2w. We
then use the parametric-search technique to compute a slab cover of sizeO(k log k) of width at
most2 ~w.

4.1 Decision algorithm

Fix a real valuew > 0. Let �(p; q; r) denote the slab with median plane�pqr and width2w, where
w is a fixed value.2 We define the set systemX = (E;R) as follows:E = f(p; q; r) j p; q; r 2 Sg

2The notation�(p; q; r) was also used to denote a planar strip in the previous sections. For the remainder of this
section, it will only denote a 3-dimensional slab in the sense defined here.
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andR = fRp j p 2 Sg; whereRp = f(q; s; r) 2 E j p 2 �(q; s; r)g: Since a slab is the intersection
of two halfspaces, it can be shown that the VC-dimension ofX is a constant [38]. We modify
Steps 1 and 2 of the algorithm described in Figure 2, but for the sake of completeness we describe
the whole algorithm in Figure 8. As before, we maintain a small setA of sizeO(k logn). For any
(q; s) 2 S �A, we definewt((q; s)) =

P
r2S wt((q; s; r)).

DECISION PROCEDUREFastslab(w)

wt(e) = 1;8e 2 E; successful = 0;

A � S : random set of sizek logn; N = S �A� S;

repeat
1. Select random setR � S �A of sizeck log k;

/* Pr[(q; s) 2 S �A is chosen] = wt((q; s))=wt(N). */

2. 8(q; s) 2 R; choose an object(q; s; r); r 2 S;

/* Pr[r 2 S is chosen] = wt((q; s; r))=wt((q; s)). */

M : f(q; s; r) j (q; s; r) chosen in Step 2g;
� : f�(q; s; r) j (q; s; r) 2 Mg;

3. if S �
S
�2� �

return “yes”; /* � is a strip cover.*/

4. Computep 2 S n
S
�2� �;

5. if wt(Rp \N) � wt(E)=(2k)

5.1successful++;
5.2wt(e) := 2wt(e); 8e 2 Rp \N ;

5.3A := A [ fpg; N = S �A� S;

until successful = 16k logn;

return “no”;

Figure 8. The decision procedure for slab cover.

The proof of correctness follows a similar argument to the one in Lemma 3.1. Since the initial
value ofwt(E) is n3 (instead ofn2), we require more successful phases before terminating the
algorithm.

Data structures. To implement a phase efficiently, we again observe that, for anyp 2 S, the
setRp \ N can be represented by linear intervals. Indeed, letD(p;w) denote the sphere of radius
w centered atp: For any fixed pair(q; s) 2 S � A so thatq; s 62 D(p;w), all points r 2 S

for which (q; s; r) 2 Rp \ N lie in the double wedgeWqs(p) formed by the two tangent planes
�+qs(p); �

�
qs(p) of D(p;w) passing through̀qs. See Figure 4.1 (i). Ifq 2 D(p;w) or s 2 D(p;w),

then(q; s; r) 2 Rp \N for all r 2 S.

Let us assume that`qs passes through origin, and lethqs be the plane normal tòqs and passing
through origin. Let� � hqs be the horizontal ray emanating from origin in(+x)-direction. For any
point r 2 S, let r� be the orthogonal projection of a pointr onto the planehqs. See Figure 4.1 (ii).
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��
qs (p)

`qs

q

s
D(p; w)

p

�
+
qs
(p
)

o

q

s

`qs

hqs

�

(i) (ii)

Figure 9. (i) Double-wedgeWqs(p) bounded by two planes�+qs(p); �
�
qs(p), each passing through̀qs and tangent to

D(p;w) (at points colored gray); black points lie inside the double wedge and white points lie outside the double wedge.
(ii) Projection ofS ontohqs; the double wedge is the intersection ofWqs(p) with hqs.

Let Sqs be the setS sorted in nondecreasing order of the orientation of the rays
�!
or� with respect to

�. ThenS \Wqs(p) can be represented as three linear intervals (as in Section 3)[r1; r2], [r3; r4],
and [r5; r6], where1 � ri � ri+1 � n, in the sense that all points ofSsq whose ranks are in the
range[r1; r2] [ [r3; r4] [ [r5; r6] lie in Wqs(p). Note that unlike Section 3 in which we used the
points ofA themselves to represent the intervals, we now use the ranks of points inSqs to represent
the intervals. We need a data structure that supports the following three operations:

(Q1) Given a pair(q; s) 2 S �A and a pointr 2 S, return the rank ofr, rk(r), in Sqs.

(Q2) Given a pair(q; s) 2 S�A and a halfplane� bounded bỳ qs, determine the rank of the point
that� meets first as we rotate it around`qs in clockwise (or counter-clockwise) direction.

(Q3) Given a pair(q; s) 2 S �A and an integer1 � i � n, return the point inSsq of rank i.

We fix a parameterm � n3 and preprocessS in O(m logm) time into a partition-tree based
data structure	 of sizeO(m) that answers a simplex-range query inO((n=m1=3) polylog(n))

time [2]. Let qs be the halfplane spanned by`qs and�, and for a pointr 2 S, let �qs(r) be the
plane spanned bỳqs andr. If r 2 `qs, let �qs(r) = qs. Thenrk(r) in Sqs is determined by
the numbernqs(r) of points lying in the wedge bounded byqs and�qs(r) and that containsr.

More precisely, if the angle between� and
�!
or� in counterclockwise direction is at most�, then

rk(r) = nqs(r). Otherwise,rk(r) = n� nqs(r) + jqs \ Sj+1. A (Q2) query can also be reduced
to counting the number of points lying in a wedge bounded by� andqs. As shown in [2], the
simplex range-counting query can also be used to answer a (Q3) query within the same asymptotic
time bound. Eachri can be computed by answering (Q2) queries for the four halfplanes contained
in �+qs(p); �

�
qs(p) and bounded bỳqs.
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As in Section 3, we would like to maintain a segment treeTqs for each pair(q; s) 2 S � A

to store the intervals representingWqs(p). SinceTqs stores intervals[ri; ri+1] � [1; n], eachTqs
would haven leaves — labeled1 throughn from left to right — and thus the total space and time
needed to maintain these trees explicitly would be
(n2k), which is too expensive. We observe
that onlyO(log n) nodes of eachTqs are visited in each phase, so the decision algorithm visits a
total ofO(kn log n) nodes in each phase. Keeping this in mind, we maintain eachTqs implicitly, by
explicitly representing only those nodes ofTqs that have been accessed by the algorithm.

In more detail, for each internal nodev of Tqs, we either explicitly represent both children of
v or neither of them. Ifv is represented explicitly, then all of its ancestors are also represented
explicitly. We thus explicitly represent a top subtree ofTqs. Theith leftmost leaf ofTqs is labeled
i and is associated with the point ofSqs whose rank isi. For each explicitly represented nodev,
we store an integerkv , the number of intervals stored atv, and an interval[�v; �v ] where�v (resp.
�v) is the label of the leftmost (resp. rightmost) leaf of the subtree rooted atv. If v is not explicitly
represented, thenkv = 0. We also store an integer!v at v, defined as follows. Ifv is a leaf, then
!v = 2kv . If v is an internal node with childrenu andz then!v = 2kv (!u + !z). Hence, for any
nodev, the following holds:

X
r

wt((q; s; r)) = !v � 2
P

y2�v
ky ; (3)

wherer ranges over all points associated with the leaves in the subtree ofv, and�v is the path from
the root to the parent ofv.

Since the setS does not change over time, unlike Section 3, the set of nodes inTqs remains
fixed. But whenever we add a point toA, n new trees are created.

Implementing a phase. We now describe how we implement various steps of the decision algo-
rithm.

STEP 1: If the rootu of Tqs is not explicitly represented, then no interval is stored inTqs yet,
so wt((q; s)) = n. Otherwise,!u = wt((q; s)). By examining allO(nk log n) trees, we can
determinewt((q; s)) for all (q; s) 2 S �A. Computewt(N) =

P
(q;s)2S�Awt((q; s)) and choose

(q; s) 2 S � A with probabilitywt((q; s))=wt(N). Choosing a pair(q; s) takesO(nk log n) time,
so the total time spent in selectingR isO(nk2 log(k) log n).

STEP 2: For each point(q; s) 2 R; we want to choose an object(q; s; r), for r 2 S, with
probabilitywt((q; s; r))=wt((q; s)). We have already computedwt((q; s)) in Step 1. We choose a
random integerm 2 [1; wt((q; s))] with uniform probability and find the pointr 2 Sqs such that

X
r02Sqs

rk(r0)<rk(r)

wt((q; s; r0)) < m and
X
r02Sqs

rk(r0)�rk(r)

wt((q; s; r0)) � m: (4)

If the root ofTqs is not explicitly represented, then we simply return the point inSqs of rankm.
Otherwise, we visitTqs in a top-down manner as in Section 3. The algorithm maintains the invariant
that when we are at a nodev, we are given the value�v = 2

P
y2�v

ky and an integermv 2 [1; �v!v],
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and we want to return a point ofSqs that satisfies (4) form = mv and forr0 ranging only over the
points in the subtree rooted atv. If v is a leaf, then we return the point whose rank is stored atv. If
v is an internal node but its children are not explicitly represented, then we return the point ofSqs
of rank�v +

�
mv=(�v2

kv)
� � 1, using the data structure	 mentioned above. Finally, letu andz

be the left and right children ofv. Let �u = �z = �v2
kv . If mv � �u!u, then we visitu with

mu = mv. Otherwise, we visitz with mz = mv � �u!u.

We spendO((n=m1=3) polylog(n)) time for each pair(q; s) 2 R, therefore the total time spent
in Step 2 isO((nk=m1=3) polylog(n)).

STEP 5: The test in Step 5 is executed inO(nk log n) time in the same way as in the procedure
described in Section 3.1. In Step 5.2 we compute, for each(q; s) 2 S � A, the (at most) three
intervals[r1; r2], [r3; r4], and[r5; r6], where1 � ri � ri+1 � n, that represent the points lying in
the double wedgeWqs(p). Eachri is computed using the simplex range searching data structure	

as described above. We then insert each of these three intervals inTqs using the standard segment-
tree insertion procedure. The only difference is that when we try to access a nodev that is not
explicitly represented, we create it and storekv; !v, and[�v ; �v] at v. If v is the root ofTqs, then
�v = 1 and�v = n, otherwise ifv is the left (resp. right) child of its parentu, then�v = �u; �v =

b(�u + �u)=2c (resp.�v = b(�u + �u)=2c + 1; �v = �u). If v is a newly created node at which
we store an interval, we setkv = 1 and!v = 2(�v � �v + 1). For all other new nodes, we set
kv = 0 and!v = �v � �v + 1. Note that we addp to A in Step 5.3 and createn new pairs
(q; p) 2 S � A. Since no interval is stored inTqp, we do not create it. The overall running time of
Step 5 isO((n2k=m1=3) polylog(n)).

Hence, the total expected running time of the decision algorithm over allO(k logn) successful
phases, excluding the time spent in preprocessing	, isO((n2k2=m1=3) polylog(n)).

4.2 Optimization algorithm

We extend the parametric-search approach from the previous section to run the decision algorithm
generically at~w � 12w�. Steps 1 and 2 do not depend onw, so we can execute them as in the deci-
sion algorithm. Steps 3 and 4 are executed generically as in Section 3.2, by doing a binary search.
Finally, in Step 5, we need the value ofw to compute, for each pair(q; s) 2 S � A, the boundaries
ri of the intervals that represent the points lying inWqs(p). Recall that eachri is determined by
counting the number of points lying in a wedge formed byqs and�+qs(p) or ��qs(p); qs does not
depend onw, but�+qs(p) and��qs(p) do. The data structure	 is a tree of heightO(log n), and the

number of points lying in a query wedge is computed by traversingO((n=m1=3 polylog(n)) root-
to-leaf paths of	. Each nodev of 	 storesO(1) points�v

1
; : : : �vl and the query procedure performs

O(1) point-plane tests of the following form for each planeh bounding the query wedge: Doesh
lie above, below, or on�pi , for 1 � i � l? In our case,qs does not depend onw, so we can perform
these tests forqs in O(1) time, but we need to perform these testsgenericallyfor �+qs(p); �

�
qs(p) as

follows. Let�qs(�vi ) be the plane spanned by`qs and�vi , and letÆ be the distance betweenp and
�qs(�

v
i ). By determining whetherÆ < ~w, which we can (almost) do using the decision algorithm,

we can decide whether�+qs(p); �
�
qs(p) lie above, below, or on�vi . It will be too expensive to invoke
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the decision algorithm for each such test, so we proceed as follows.

Let W1; : : : ;W� be theO(nk logn) query wedges generated in Step 5, for which we want to
count the number of points ofS lying inside. We answer these queries inO(logn) stages. In theith
stage we visit all nodes at leveli in 	 reached by the simplex-range-counting query procedure on all
Wj ’s and perform all the necessary point-plane tests to determine which nodes of leveli+1 should
be visited by the query procedure. Let� = fÆ1; : : : ; Æ�g be the set of real values sorted in increasing
order that we need to compare with~w to resolve the point-plane tests at the nodes of leveli. We
perform a binary search as in Section 3.2. The algorithm either returns a cover ofS by O(k log k)
congruent slabs of width at most2 ~w, or it returns an indexj < � so that the decision algorithm
returns “no” onÆj and “yes” onÆj+1. In the latter case, we can argue thatÆj < ~w. Even though
it is possible that~w > Æj+1, we conclude that~w � Æl for all l > j. As argued in Section 3.2, this
does not affect the correctness of our generic algorithm. Finally, when the generic algorithm stops,
it returns a cover ofS with O(k log k) congruent slabs of width at most2 ~w � 24w�. Extending the
cutting technique from the previous section, we partition each slab intoO(1) thinner slabs to obtain
a cover byO(k log k) slabs of width at mostw�.

Since the decision algorithm hasO(k log n) successful phases and in each phase of the generic
algorithm we spendO((n2k2=m1=3) polylog(n)) time, the overall running time of the algorithm,
including the time spent in preprocessing	 isO(m logm+(n2k3=m1=3) polylog(n)). By choosing
m = n3=2k9=4, we obtain the following.

Theorem 4.3 Given a setS of n points inR3 and a positive integerk we can compute in expected
timeO(n3=2k9=4 polylog(n)) a cover ofS byO(k log k) slabs of width at mostw�, wherew� is the
minimum width of a cover ofS byk slabs.

5 Extensions to Higher Dimensions

We extend our algorithm to cover a setS of n points inRd by cylinders and by strips with fixed
orientations.

5.1 Covering with cylinders

Given a linè and a real numberw � 0, thed-cylinder of diameterw with axis` is the set of points
in Rd that are wihin distancew from `. For q = 1 the projective clustering problem is to cover
S � R

d by k congruentd-cylinders of minimum diameter. Given a cylinder�, we define itslength
L with respect toS to be the minimum distance between two parallel hyperplanes orthogonal to the
axis of� so thatS \ � lies between them. Then the maximum area of the planar projection of� is
L �w. Hence, given any three pointsp; q; r 2 (S \�), the area of the triangle�pqr is at mostL �w.
Using this observation, we can extend Lemma 2.1 as follows.

Lemma 5.1 Let S be a set of points inRd , let � be ad-cylinder of diameterw; and letp be any
point inS \�: Then there exist pointsq; r 2 S so thatd(r; `pq) � 4w and thed-cylinder of axis̀ pq

and radiusd(r; `pq) coversS \ �:
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We extend the two-dimensional decision procedure as follows. The set system is defined as
before (see Section 3.1), except that we now denote by�(p; q;w) the d-cylinder of axis`pq and
radiusw. It can be shown that the VC-dimension of this set system isO(d) [38]. In Step 1 of
FastStrips, we choose a random sampleR of sizec1dk log k, wherec1 is a constant. The expected
number of phases remainsO(k logn). Steps 1–5 of the decision procedure are executed by a na¨ıve
algorithm inO(dnk log n) time, i.e., we maintain the weights of all elements inN explicitly and do
not maintain any data structure. The parametric search extends naturally from the two-dimensional
case. We thus obtain the following result.

Theorem 5.2 Given a setS of n points inRd and a positive integerk; we can compute in expected
timeO(dnk3 log4 n) a cover ofS byO(dk log k) d-cylinders of diameter at most8w�, wherew� is
the minimum value so thatS can be covered byk d-cylinders of diameterw�:

Remark 5.3 Note that we cannot extend the “cutting technique” outlined in Section 2 to transform
a cover ofS by O(dk log k) cylinders of radius~w � 8w� into a cover byO(dk log k) d-cylinders
of diameter at mostw�. By a packing argument, we needCd (for some constantC) d-cylinders of
diameterw� to ensure that we cover all points covered by ad-cylinder of diameter8w�.

5.2 Covering with slabs of fixed orientations

In many practical applications, the orientations of flats on whichS is projected belong to a fixed set
of vectors. For example, one may want to cover the points byk slabs (i.e., region lying between
two parallel hyperplanes) of minimum width, so that the bounding hyperplanes of each slab are
orthogonal to a coordinate axis. In general, letV be a set ofm vectors inRd . We want to compute a
cover ofS by k slabs so that each slab is orthogonal to one of the vectors inV. We use the following
straightforward result.

Lemma 5.4 Let� be a slab of widthw and letv be the vector normal to the hyperplanes bounding
�. Then for any pointp 2 S \ �; the slab of width2w whose median hyperplane passes throughp

and is normal tov coversS \ �:

For a fixed valuew, let�(v; p) denote the slab of width2w whose median plane passes through
p and is orthogonal tov. We define the set systemX = (E;R) as follows: E = f(v; p) j v 2
V; p 2 Sg andR = fRp j p 2 Sg; whereRp = f(v; q) 2 E j p 2 �(v; q)g: Then the VC-
dimension ofX is proportional tominfjVj; dg. We modify the algorithm described in Figure 2
as follows. LetN = V � A, whereA � S is a set maintained as before. For anyv 2 V, let
wt(v) =

P
p2Awt((v; p)). In Step 1 we chooseR � V of sizec2k log k so that eachv is chosen

with probabilitywt(v)=wt(N) (c2 is a constant that depends on the VC-dimension). In Step 2 we
choose, for eachv 2 R, an object(v; p), p 2 A, with probabilitywt((v; p))=wt(v). This guarantees
that the expected number of iterations isO(k log n). To implement each iteration efficiently we
maintain, for eachv 2 V, the sorted order ofA alongv, denotedAv. Then for anyp 2 S, the
setRp \ N can be represented as the union ofm intervals, one in each setAv. For eachv 2 V,
we maintain a dynamic range treeTv whose leaves are labeled by the points inAv in increasing
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order from left to right. The trees are maintained and queried in the same manner as the treesTq
discussed in Section 3. Thus, the decision procedure requiresO((nk2 + mk) log2 n) time. The
parametric search is a straightforward variant of the algorithm described in Section 3.2. We obtain
the following result.

Theorem 5.5 LetS be a set ofn points inRd , let k be a positive integer, and letV be a set ofm
vectors inRd . We can compute inO((nk3 +mk2) logmpolylog(n)) expected time a cover ofS
byO(minfm; dgk log k) slabs of widthw� so that the normals to their bounding hyperplanes are
in V.

6 Conclusions

We have proposed efficient approximation algorithms for a number of projective clustering prob-
lems. Recently we have developed an(1 + ")-approximation algorithm for covering a set of points
in Rd by k cylinders [3]. Currently we do not know how to extend our techniques to higher dimen-
sions without increasing the running time (as a function ofn) for q > 1. An interesting special
case, which arises frequently in database applications, is when we want to fitq-flats, each of which
is normal to a subset of the coordinate axes. In this case, our method computes an approximate
solution in expected time(dminfq;d�qg + nk)k2 logO(1) n: Hence, the method is efficient only for
q = 1; d� 1.
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